American University Neighborhood Partnership
Facilities Planning Working Group Summary
April 13, 2020

Agenda:
- Review Proposed Mobility Concepts
- Review Proposed Updates to Potential Development Sites
- Next Meeting: May 11th

To Note: This Facilities Planning meeting was moved to virtual meeting space to continue work through the COVID-19 Crisis.

Summary: The April Facilities Planning Working Group meeting began by discussing proposed changes to AU’s mobility concepts. The changes presented were geared toward making AU’s Campus more pedestrian-friendly and reducing through-traffic. The Working Group took several questions on how the concepts would be further studied before and if they were implemented. Participants next reviewed proposed updates to potential development sites, which had been altered based on feedback from the Working Group. The discussion focused on changes to the cluster of building compromising sites 2, 3, 4 and 5 as well as revisions to sites 6 and 7. The meeting closed out by looking at areas reserved for future planning beyond the 2021 Campus Plan horizon, as well as the group’s next meeting date.